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			Trading Ethereum: how to do it?
		

		
		
			24 September 2021Bitcoin, ethereum, tradingadmin6380					

	

		
		
Ethereum is a platform which makes it possible to run various applications know as smart contracts. By abuse of language, this word is used to designate the cryptocurrency that emanates from it, namely the Ether. It is currently one of the alternative virtual currencies to bitcoin. To trade this cryptocurrency on an exchange, here’s what you need to do.
En savoir plus sur ce texte sourceVous devez indiquer le texte source pour obtenir des informations supplémentaires




CHOOSE THE CRYPTO EXCHANGE PLATFORM




The first thing to do to start trading Ethereum is to choose your crypto exchange platform. With the development of the cryptocurrency market, trading platforms continue to multiply. Not all brokers are trustworthy. To make the right choice, use criteria such as:




	the reputation of the broker by consulting customer reviews;
	site security (the protocol used must be HTTPS and not HTTP);
	the value of transaction fees;
	available currency pairs, etc.





Also, be sure to choose a platform that provides real-time ethereum price information. Thus, you will know how to determine the opportune moment to carry out your transactions.




Yous can see a list of the best brokers and trading platforms on 1broker.org




CREATE AN ACCOUNT




Once you have chosen your virtual currency exchange platform, you can create your trading account. You will need to enter your contact details (last name, first name, email address, password, place of residence, etc.). A message will be sent to you by email to verify your identity. After that, your account will be validated and you will need to attach a deposit method accepted by the platform to it.




SELECT CRYPTOCURRENCIES TO KEEP AND TRADE




To trade Ether on your exchange platform, choose the other currencies (virtual or not with which you will carry out your transactions. You have the possibility of opting for a host of currencies. You can, for example, associate the Ethereum and Bitcoin (ETH / BTC), Ethereum and Ripple (ETH / XRP), Ethereum and Pound Sterling (ETH / GBP), Ethereum and US Dollar (ETH / USD), etc.




MAKE THE INVESTMENT




You know the transactions you want to make. All you have to do is get into trading by making your first investment. On an exchange platform, several options are offered. One of these is the buy order which allows you to buy Ethereum at the price at which it is traded or at the specified price that you set. Next, we have the sell order which indicates when you are going to sell the Ethereum you have stored. The “Put and Call” option allows you to trade the price of Ethereum down or up in the market. Other options like Market Order, Limit Order and Stop Loss Order are available on exchange platforms.




RECEIVE YOUR TOKENS AND TRANSFER THEM




The tokens generated by your Ethereum trading are automatically deposited into your account. The trading platform is like an online wallet that operates in real time. It therefore stores the coins and makes them available for trading. For the safety of your money, we recommend that you regularly transfer your tokens from the trading platform to your own crypto wallet. In case you want to choose a wallet, you can read the Payeer Reviews and compare this offer to others.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Countermovement on the Stock Markets – What is the Fed doing? – OECD Report
		

		
		
			24 September 2021stock marketsadmin6380					

	

		
		
The euro opened against the USD at 1.1719 (6:30 AM) today, after hitting the lowest price in the last 24 hours of trading at 1.1715 in US trading. USD stands at 109.47 against the JPY.




As a result, EUR-JPY is trading at 128.29. EUR-CHF is oscillating at 1.08372.




After the losses of the previous days, there was a countermovement on the markets yesterday. More and more analysts said that there had to be state intervention in China, otherwise the situation could escalate. Indeed, the Chinese authorities seem to be restructuring the group. However, the new political line towards large corporations (including Tencent, Alibaba) does not speak in favor of a market-friendly variant. We therefore initially rate the counter-movement as precisely such. A decision on the direction or trend reversal for the markets cannot yet be derived from this. From a technical point of view, the situation would improve significantly from 15,500 points. If, on the other hand, the DAX falls below the 15,040 point mark, we switch our stock market light to “yellow”.




Waiting for the Fed




In addition to news from China, the monetary policy decisions of the Federal Reserve are awaited today. It is expected that the FED will clarify when it will formally announce the start of tapering, i.e. the reduction of expansionary monetary policy measures. At the same time, it is unclear whether and how the Fed will comment on interest rate hikes in the future. The majority of the analysts expect the formal announcement of the tapering in November. This would fit in with the fact that the FED is first moving forward and the ECB will follow suit with measures in December.




We see no reason to be nervous at this point, the US budget situation is precarious enough to prevent high interest rates in our own interests.




On the contrary, there is a keen interest in long-term negative real interest rates to reduce national debt. In Europe as well. That also means: don’t be afraid of interest rate hikes! These will be so moderate that the economy will not be harmed. The bias of monetary policy remains, preferring to be “a little” too expansive than too defensive.




In summary, a heartfelt “thank you” to all holders of government bonds with a high credit rating, who do not necessarily accept nominal, but real (!) Long-term losses in value by buying them and who finance our government spending.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			What place for crypto-currencies in a diversified heritage?
		

		
		
			23 September 2021Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, ethereumadmin6380					

	

		
		
For a long time, I refused cryptocurrency. In principle first, then because it was “too late”. And then for a few years now, I’ve watched this sector grow and grow stronger. Long the domain of speculators and enthusiasts, can these assets now interest a reasonable investor? And if so, which cryptocurrency to look into?




Let’s start with Bitcoin, the most well-known of the cryptocurrencies. The difficulty is that it is impossible to fundamentally value. Bitcoin has no intrinsic economic value. A company, for example, makes profits that it can re-invest or distribute, we can enhance it. Real estate provides rents, it is valuable. Farmland will produce a certain tonnage of grain per year etc. Bitcoin generates no income, produces nothing, and has no physical use. Its price simply reflects the hope of finding someone in the future to sell it to, or who will accept it in payment.




Digital gold




To understand Bitcoin let’s take a detour through gold. The industrial utility of this metal cannot justify its price. Whoever buys a gold bar does so in the hope of finding someone to sell that piece of metal to. In the meantime, this ingot will not produce anything, will not distribute coupons, dividends, rents, or any utility whatsoever. For millennia, men have attached value to this yellow metal, far beyond its physical utility. It is an almost universal social convention, one accepts gold as a medium of exchange, and as a tool to store one’s wealth. So it’s a reasonable bet to have some.




Bitcoin has become digital gold. Again by social convention. A much more recent phenomenon than physical gold, but one that has grown enough in the past 10 years to be taken seriously. As gold Bitcoin is scarce, as gold it is difficult and expensive to extract (“mining”), as gold central banks cannot print.




But in the absence of fundamental economic value, both Bitcoin and gold prices are determined by speculators with no recall force in relation to real economic utility. The fundamental investor struggles to navigate this.




Ticket board




However, in these times when the printing press is running at full speed, when inflation is on the rise, holding unofficial currency is interesting! Anything that protects against the risk of currency erosion should be looked at carefully.




Yes to diversification, but how? The ideal answer is a crypto that is useful, that has a value in use, that is not depreciated by inflation, and ideally that earns income beyond any expected capital gains.




Ethereum




What is this cryptocurrency whose fundamental economic value can be calculated, which produces interest, and which already weighs $ 400 billion in capitalization? It is Ether (ETH), the currency of the Ethereum blockchain. This currency, which is useful for paying for access to the Ethereum network on which tens of billions of dollars in financial transactions pass each month. Etehreum is also the network of reference for the digital art (NFTs) market which also represents tens of billions of dollars and which is growing rapidly. Finally, Ethereum is used extensively by certain online games, which are also experiencing strong growth and which generate significant income. All of these users must pay their transaction fees in Ether.




Long-term ETH holders can via a staking mechanism earn interest (currently in the range of 5% to 6% in ETH, a non-inflationary currency). So yes, we can go to certain cryptocurrencies, without falling into ecstatic bliss about the promises of the “future”, or getting locked into a short-term game of speculation that rarely wins in the long term.




High volatility is not a problem for the long-term investor




The sector is still young, it is advisable to turn to leading providers and to be extra vigilant if one ventures out of the largest cryptocurrencies. The important thing is to return gradually by giving yourself a long-term horizon, and by working your cryptocurrencies in the meantime to earn interest. Very high price volatility is to be expected, which will not be a problem for the long-term investor. With these precautions, we can take advantage of this new asset class to gradually diversify our assets.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			This is why crypto trading is thriving in the Robinhood app
		

		
		
			20 April 2021crypto trading, Robinhood appadmin6380					

	

		
		
The broker app Robinhood, which is very popular in the USA, gained a large number of new users in the wake of the corona pandemic. The GameStop saga also made the company famous. The financial service provider not only benefits from share trading, the trades in crypto currencies have also practically gone through the roof since the beginning of the year.




Robinhood benefits from corona crisis and GameStop saga
• Cryptocurrencies on the uptrend
• Robinhood’s crypto trading is booming




The securities broker Robinhood has been on everyone’s lips since the turmoil surrounding the ailing computer games retailer GameStop. In this context, the trading app not only smeared itself with fame, but also caused a lot of anger on the part of small investors through temporary trading restrictions for the GameStop share. Nevertheless, Robinhood was ultimately able to benefit from the corona crisis and the GameStop affair.




Things are looking up for Bitcoin & crypto.




At an opportune time, the company relied on another growth trend – trading in cryptocurrencies. These have also been on a steady upward trend since the beginning of this year. Above all, the original cyber motto Bitcoin in particular keeps making headlines with new record highs. But the alternative digital currencies, altcoins, are also becoming more and more important and are posting strong price gains. This development has meant that the market capitalization of all cyber currencies is now more than two trillion US dollars. As recently as February, market capitalization had stood at $ 1 trillion.




Growing acceptance in business and finance
The increased interest of business in digital currencies provided a tailwind. Tesla, PayPal and Visa have already decided to accept cyber currency as a means of payment. And asset managers and funds are now also more willing to consider cryptocurrencies as an investment option. The recent IPO of the crypto trading platform Coinbase had recently given Bitcoin and Co. another momentum.




Crypto trades very popular with Robinhood users




Robinhood has also felt the upswing in digital currencies and recorded a record number of users in the first quarter of 2021 who carried out crypto trades via the app. The number in the first three months of this year was 9.5 million users. Compared to the previous quarter, this is an increase of almost 500 percent. So far, Robinhood users have been able to trade various cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Ethereum or Dogecoin, to name just a few, free of charge. As Reuters reports, however, it is also planned that customers will be able to withdraw or deposit their cyber currency in order to be able to transfer them to other wallets.




Robinhood plans IPO




Given this strong growth, it is hardly surprising that the financial company has decided to try its luck on the stock market itself. However, it is not yet known when exactly and to what extent the IPO will take place.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Who is behind Satoshi Nakamoto, the mysterious creator of bitcoin never identified?
		

		
		
			2 March 2021Bitcoinadmin6380					

	

		
		
The identity of the creator of bitcoin once again caught public attention when Coinbase sent a copy of its dossier to Satoshi Nakamoto on Thursday. In it, the cryptocurrency exchange states that if Satoshi Nakamoto’s true identity were revealed, it could negatively impact the value of bitcoin. The S-1 file also references the creator’s stash of 1.1 million bitcoins, which is currently worth around $ 30 billion (around € 25 billion).




Since its inception in 2009, bitcoin has experienced significant ups and downs. Over the past year, the currency has risen more than 400% to reach record highs around $ 50,000 (€ 41,540). Bitcoin is considered the world’s leading crypto currency in terms of market value, but its creation remains shrouded in a lot of mystery. Who invented bitcoin? Was it created by more than one person? And who is Satoshi Nakamoto?




In 2008, the first bitcoins began to circulate on the web.




In August 2008, the domain name bitcoin.org was quietly registered online. Two months later, a document titled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” was sent to a list of recipients.




This document is the first appearance of the mysterious character of Satoshi Nakamoto on the web, and permanently links this name to cryptocurrency.




On January 3, 2009, 30,000 lines of code enshrined the beginning of bitcoin.




A bitcoin on the motherboard of a PC can be seen in this illustration. Thomson reuters
Bitcoin works using stand-alone software that is “mined” by people seeking bitcoin through a lottery system. Over the next 20 years, a total of 21 million coins will be put into circulation. To date, around 18.5 million coins have been mined.




Satoshi Nakamoto did not work entirely alone.




Among the early bitcoin enthusiasts, Hal Finney, a developer of console games and an early member of the “cypherpunk movement”, discovered Satoshi Nakamoto’s creation through the initial mailing list.




In a blog post from 2013, Hal Finney said he was fascinated by the idea of decentralized online currency. When Satoshi Nakamoto announced its release, Hal Finney offered to mine the first coins – 10 original bitcoins from Block 70, which Satoshi Nakamoto sent on a trial basis.




Of his interactions with Satoshi Nakamoto, Hal Finney says, “I thought I was dealing with a young man of Japanese descent who was very intelligent and sincere. I have been fortunate enough to know a lot of brilliant people in my life so I recognize the signs “.




Hal Finney has categorically denied any claim that he is the inventor of bitcoin and has always maintained that his involvement in the currency was only secondary.




In 2014, Hal Finney died of neurodegenerative disease ALS, or Charcot’s disease. In one of his last posts on a bitcoin dedicated forum, he said Satoshi Nakamoto’s true identity remains a mystery to him. Hal Finney says he was proud of his heritage, and that his bitcoin stash was stored in an offline wallet, left as a legacy for his family. “I hope they will be of value to my heirs,” he wrote. To date, a bitcoin is worth almost $ 50,000 (41,540 euros).




Almost a year later, bitcoin is slowly becoming a viable currency.




Mike lazlo




In 2010, a handful of traders began to accept bitcoin in place of traditional currencies. One of the first tangible items purchased with cryptocurrency was a pizza. Today, the amount of bitcoin used at the time to buy these pizzas is valued at $ 100 million (83 million euros).




Other companies have also started to invest in this currency. In February, Tesla bought more than $ 1 billion worth of bitcoin and took steps to allow customers to pay for their electric cars with cryptocurrency.




Cryptocurrency has also started to attract the interest of tech elites. In 2012, Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss bought $ 10 million (8.3 million euros) worth of bitcoin, and in less than a year their investment more than tripled. The Winklevoss twins are estimated to hold 1% of all available bitcoin.




In 2011, Silk Road, an online marketplace for illegal drugs, was launched. He used bitcoin as the main currency of exchange.




Bitcoin is inherently traceless, a quality that makes it the ideal currency for facilitating the drug trade on the burgeoning internet black market. With bitcoin, anyone could buy cannabis, LSD and cocaine on Silk Road without revealing their identity. In a way, the drug smuggling site legitimized bitcoin as a medium of commerce, even though it was only used to facilitate illicit trade.




Two years later, the mysterious figure known as ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ disappeared from the web.




Clark moody




On April 23, 2011, Satoshi Nakamoto sent a brief email to Mike Hearn, developer of Bitcoin Core. “I moved on,” he said, referring to the bitcoin project. The future of bitcoin, he wrote, was “in good hands.”




In his wake, Satoshi Nakamoto left behind a vast collection of writings on the inner workings of bitcoin, and the most influential cryptocurrency ever created.




Who is this Japanese-American named Satoshi Nakamoto?




Dorian S. Nakamoto, a man who was not at all involved in the creation of bitcoin. 




Google “Satoshi Nakamoto”, and the results will take you directly to the image of an old Asian man. This is Dorian S. Nakamoto, called “Satoshi Nakamoto” at birth. He is almost 70 years old, lives in Los Angeles with his mother and, as he has recalled hundreds of times, is not the creator of bitcoin.




In 2014, Newsweek published a feature article on the identity of the creator of bitcoin. Immediately after the article was published, Dorian S. Nakamoto was followed by reporters on his way to a sushi restaurant. He then told the Associated Press that he had only heard about bitcoin a few weeks before, when Newsweek contacted him. Two weeks later, he made a statement to Newsweek, claiming that he “had not created, invented or otherwise worked on bitcoin”.




Dorian Nakamoto’s claim was corroborated by the actual creator of bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto: a day later, the name mysteriously surfaced in an online forum to post: “I’m not Dorian Nakamoto.”




The Craig Wright controversy 




In 2016, Australian entrepreneur Craig Wright claimed to be the creator of bitcoin and provided disputed code as evidence. Bitcoin Foundation Chief Scientist Gavin Andresen corroborated Craid Wright’s claim, stating that he was “98% certain” that he was behind Satoshi Nakamoto’s pseudonym.




But others disagreed, and Craig Wright’s claim sparked fierce skepticism from the cryptocurrency enthusiast community, as well as alleged interest from the FBI. Amid the sudden influx of scrutiny, Craig Wright deleted his post and issued an apology. “I’m sorry,” he wrote, “I believed I could put the years of anonymity and cover-up behind me. But, as the events of this week unfolded and I prepared to release the evidence of access to the first keys, I fell for it. I don’t have the courage “.




Nick Szabo has been repeatedly identified as the creator of bitcoin, a claim he denies.




As part of determining Satoshi Nakamoto’s identity, one person has been repeatedly cited: top-secret cryptocurrency expert Nick Szabo, who not only played a fundamental role in the development of bitcoin, but also created his own cryptocurrency called “bit gold” at the end of the 90s.




In 2014, a team of linguistics researchers compared the writings of Satoshi Nakamoto to that of thirteen potential creators of bitcoin. The results, they said, were indisputable. “The number of linguistic similarities between Nick Szabo’s writings and the bitcoin white paper is astonishing,” the researchers said, “none of the other possible authors came so close to perfect.”




A New York Times article also established that he was the creator of bitcoin. Nick Szabo, a staunch libertarian who has spoken publicly about the history of bitcoin and blockchain technology, has been involved in cryptocurrency knowledge since its inception.




Nick Szabo strongly denied these claims, both in the New York Times article and in a tweet: “Not Satoshi, but thank you.”




Here’s how the real ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ might prove his true identity:




He could use his PGP key




A PGP key is a unique encryption program associated with a given username – similar to an online signature. Satoshi Nakamoto could attach his to a message or letter indicating his identity.




He could move his bitcoins




Satoshi Nakamoto has amassed a fortune in bitcoin: it is believed that he has more than a million, which would today be valued at more than a billion dollars (more than 830 million euros approximately). Theoretically, Satoshi Nakamoto could move his bitcoins to another address.




Dorian Nakamoto, Nick Szabo and Craig Wright are not the only ones who have been suspected of being the inventor of bitcoin.




Several people have been associated with the creation of bitcoin. But so far, they have all denied having created it. Tesla and SpaceX founder Elon Musk has notably been suspected of being the creator – a theory he categorically denied in 2018.




Satoshi Nakamoto’s Wikipedia page identifies at least 13 potential candidates as the creator of bitcoin. It’s been over ten years since it was created, and we’re still not close to confirming who invented it.




Why would the inventor of the world’s largest cryptocurrency choose to remain anonymous?




Bernard v.n NotHaus, the creator of the Liberty Dollar. Youtube
It turns out that experimenting with new forms of money is not without consequences. In 1998, Bernard von NotHaus, a resident of Hawaii, dabbled in a new form of currency called “Liberty Dollars” with disastrous results: he was charged with breaking federal law and sentenced to six months. house arrest, with a three-year probation period.




In 2007, one of the first digital currencies, E-Gold, was shut down under controversial circumstances by the US government for money laundering.




In January, US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen suggested steps that could be taken to “reduce” the number of bitcoins.




There is a good reason why the inventor of bitcoin wants to remain anonymous: by preserving his anonymity, he avoided negative legal consequences.




In addition, one of the founding principles of bitcoin is that it is a decentralized currency, not tied to any visible institutions or individuals. In his initial bitcoin proposal, Satoshi Nakamoto writes: “What is needed is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic evidence rather than trust, allowing two willing parties to transact directly with each other. without needing a trusted third party “.




According to a public statement by America’s leading digital currency trading platform, Coinbase, if Satoshi Nakamoto decides to come forward, the value of bitcoin could plummet.




Why would anyone bother to create a decentralized currency without taking advantage of it?




Much of the mystery that surrounds Satoshi Nakamoto concerns his motivations. Why would anyone bother to create a detailed and shiny decentralized currency, only to then disappear altogether?




A closer look at one of Satoshi Nakamoto’s first bitcoin notes sheds light on its possible motivations.




In February 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto wrote: “The fundamental problem with traditional money is all the confidence it takes to make it work. You have to trust the central bank not to degrade the currency, but the story of fiat currencies is full of breaches of that trust. We have to trust the banks to hold our money and transfer it electronically, but they lend it in waves of credit bubbles with barely a fraction in reserve. We have to give them our privacy, trust them not to let identity thieves empty our accounts … “.




On bitcoin-related forums, it has been speculated that Satoshi Nakamoto could be “a libertarian” and hate “the rich and corrupt politicians”. Other supporters of bitcoin suggest that the timing of its emergence is a clear indication of its raison d’être: the currency, which was created in the years after the housing bubble burst in 2007, may have was invented as a way to disrupt the corrupt banking system.




Here are the certainties we have on ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’:




They are geniuses




In a 2011 New Yorker article, a prominent internet security researcher described bitcoin’s code as an impenetrable execution approaching perfection: “Only the world’s most paranoid and thorough coder was able to avoid making mistakes . “




They speak fluent English




Satoshi Nakamoto has written extensively on bitcoin, with nearly 80,000 words on the subject in two years. His work reads like that of an English speaker.




They could be British




Judging by their spelling and use of British colloquialisms, they are believed to have originated from the United Kingdom. The timing of his posts seems to indicate this fact as well: it has been pointed out that Satoshi Nakamoto posted during the day in the UK.




It could be more than one person




The infallible brilliance of bitcoin’s code has made many people wonder if this isn’t the work of a team of developers. Bitcoin security researcher Dan Kaminsky says Satoshi Nakamoto “could be either a team of people or a genius.”




What does the creator of bitcoin think about his success?




Joshua Davis, who spent four months researching the possible identity of the creator of bitcoin for a New Yorker article, says he’s deeply curious about what the creator of the cryptocurrency thinks about his success: “Every time I see a article on increasing the value of bitcoin, I wonder if Satoshi sees that too. What is he thinking? Is he proud? Does he think that at some point, one day, he is will finally unveil? ” If “Satoshi Nakamoto” has not yet revealed himself, it is unlikely that we will ever know who he is.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Bitcoin ultrapassa $ 33.000, o maior valor de sua história
		

		
		
			3 January 2021Bitcoin, Portugêseadmin6380					

	

		
		
O Bitcoin está flertando com a marca de US $ 30.000 há semanas e finalmente ultrapassou o nível recorde no sábado. A moeda virtual agora está avaliada em mais de US $ 33.000, uma alta de todos os tempos.




O valor do Bitcoin (BTC) triplicou em 2020, crescendo continuamente, mesmo com a queda do mercado de ações nos primeiros dias da pandemia. Os investidores foram atraídos para ele, assim como outras criptomoedas, com o enfraquecimento do dólar americano.




Com a expectativa de que o Federal Reserve deixe as taxas de juros perto de zero por vários anos, o bitcoin pode continuar a ganhar novos fãs.




Nomes bem conhecidos estão aumentando o apelo do Bitcoin. Rick Rieder, diretor de investimentos da BlackRock (BLK) de renda fixa, disse que a moeda digital poderia substituir o ouro. O gigante de pagamentos PayPal (PYPL) adotou o bitcoin, depois de mostrar relutância em fazê-lo.




Este não é o primeiro aumento de preço do Bitcoin. Teve uma forte corrida em 2017 e atingiu um recorde histórico de mais de $ 20.000. Mas seu preço despencou para pouco mais de US $ 3.000 no início de 2019, enquanto a China continuava sua repressão aos negócios de criptomoeda. Em seguida, ele se recuperou para US $ 8.000 em maio de 2019. Passou de US $ 20.000 em dezembro, aumentando rapidamente no mês anterior.




Os especialistas em Bitcoin continuam otimistas com a moeda.




“Quando qualquer ativo sobe de preço tão rápido por um longo período de tempo, torno-me cauteloso e exorto qualquer um que negocie BTC a não se deixar levar pela euforia”, disse Nicholas Pelecanos, chefe de negociação da empresa de criptomoeda NEM, que no entanto, prevê que o bitcoin poderá chegar a US $ 50.000 no Dia dos Namorados. “Acredito que estamos apenas no início do que será um imenso mercado altista.”




No entanto, mesmo com o bitcoin se tornando popular, a moeda ainda é comumente usada por fraudadores, dando-lhe atenção negativa. Em julho passado, os hackers assumiram contas do Twitter pertencentes a Elon Musk, Bill Gates e Barack Obama em um aparente esforço para ganhar dinheiro enganando as pessoas com bitcoin.




Devido à natureza descentralizada e quase anônima da moeda, pode ser difícil fazer com que o dinheiro seja devolvido após perdê-lo em um golpe, pois não há autoridade central – como um banco – para intervir. A descentralização tornou a criptomoeda a favorita dos golpistas, mesmo que atraia tecnólogos e investidores.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Dicas para negociar online com a IQ Option
		

		
		
			27 November 2020Fazer Trade, Opções Binárias, Portugêseadmin6380					

	

		
		
IQ Option é um dos intermediários de compra e venda de ativos financeiros mais confiáveis que você pode obter hoje. Existente desde 2013, o IQ Option provou ser uma plataforma sólida com resultados realmente satisfatórios para seus usuários.




Neste breve artigo, você aprenderá como funciona a IQ Option e uma série de dicas que o ajudarão a obter o máximo dela. Seguindo essas recomendações, será fácil negociar opções binárias online com a IQ Option sem apresentar qualquer inconveniente.




Como funciona?




Como todas as corretoras online, o IQ Option funciona por meio de uma interface que permite escolher entre uma variedade de ativos financeiros para compra e venda. A plataforma permite que seus usuários trabalhem tanto com ações quanto com opções binárias, criptomoedas (Dash, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Zcash, etc.) e Forex, ou seja, com negociação de moedas. Esta corretora também oferece um aplicativo Android .apk para download gratuito chamado IQ Option x. Você pode baixá-lo seguindo este guia: https://www.hackamericas.org/como-baixar-iq-option-x/ Para que você possa negociar opções binárias e forex enquanto estiver em movimento.




Nesse sentido, uma vez escolhido o ativo, a plataforma também permite escolher o montante ou montante do investimento. Como você verá mais tarde, um dos pontos-chave para começar a negociar online com a IQ Option é fazer quantias pequenas e metódicas. 




Finalmente, uma vez definido o valor, você pode escolher entre comprar e vender. A IQ Option opera de maneira simples, a seguir apresentamos uma série de dicas que você pode colocar em prática para operar online de forma totalmente bem-sucedida.




Como obter o máximo do IQ Option




Defina pequenas quantidades




Aplique pequenas quantias em suas primeiras transações na opção mais prudente. Dessa forma, você evita grandes riscos no início, o que é benéfico quando você aprende a ler os sinais do mercado e os movimentos dos ativos globalmente.




Conheça as estratégias possíveis




Investir em ativos financeiros não significa perder dinheiro sem pensar duas vezes. Pelo contrário, os investidores de sucesso são pessoas muito perspicazes, que sabem reconhecer padrões nos melhores mercados e como aproveitar as oportunidades. É importante que você aprenda as estratégias possíveis e em alguns casos é conveniente aplicar em um caso em outros.




Risco e lucro andam de mãos dadas




Prudência não significa ausência de risco, você sempre corre riscos! Na verdade, os investimentos em ativos financeiros e criptomoedas costumam ser um terreno um tanto imprevisível. No entanto, o risco também está frequentemente associado a ganhos significativos. É conveniente assumir riscos sistematicamente sem arriscar a sustentabilidade e estabilidade do seu capital.




Mantenha suas emoções longe




Se você deseja negociar a IQ Option online, deve manter a cabeça fria. Pode parecer um pouco clichê, mas é realmente um aspecto-chave do sucesso. Às vezes, a empolgação de ter ganho dinheiro (ou a frustração por tê-lo perdido) pode prejudicar o julgamento. Cuide disso e tente manter suas emoções fora do caminho antes de tentar novas estratégias.




Seja paciente




Os lucros não virão em semanas. Nem mesmo em alguns meses. Antes de obter ganhos significativos, você deve passar por um processo de aprendizagem. Somente se você tiver muita sorte, poderá ganhar dinheiro de forma rápida e fácil. É melhor ser paciente e realista. Dessa forma, você pode obter muitos mais benefícios da IQ Option.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Bitcoin mergulha quando o rali em brasa atinge a barreira
		

		
		
			26 November 2020Bitcoin, Portugêseadmin6380					

	

		
		
O Bitcoin despencou na quinta-feira ao seu nível mais baixo em 10 dias, pisando fundo no freio em seu rali escaldante e provocando uma liquidação entre moedas digitais menores.




O Bitcoin Trader, a maior robô trader do mundo detecta despencou até 13 por cento para seu nível mais baixo desde 16 de novembro. A última queda de 9 por cento foi para US $ 17.074, uma correção brusca de sua alta de três anos de US $ 19.521 atingida na quarta-feira.




Ele subiu cerca de 140 por cento este ano para apenas tímido de seu recorde histórico de US $ 19.666, alimentado pela demanda por ativos mais arriscados, uma percepção de que é resistente à inflação e expectativas de que as criptomoedas ganharão aceitação popular.




A segunda maior criptomoeda, ethereum, caiu cerca de 13 por cento e XRP, a terceira maior, caiu mais de 20 por cento. Ambas as moedas, que tendem a se mover em conjunto com o bitcoin, atingiram altas em vários anos no início desta semana.




A história de 12 anos do Bitcoin foi salpicada de ganhos vertiginosos e quedas igualmente acentuadas. A volatilidade dificultou o uso para pagamentos e deixou muitos investidores maiores desconfiados.




Os comerciantes citaram a queda no desenrolar de posições altamente alavancadas construídas conforme o bitcoin se aproximava de seu recorde, bem como tweets do CEO da maior bolsa de criptomoedas Coinbase expressando preocupação com os rumores de uma repressão regulatória.




“Definitivamente, houve uma sensação de euforia nos mercados nos últimos dias”, disse Joseph Edwards, da corretora de criptografia Enigma Securities. “Isso parece mais uma reação a isso – os mercados excessivamente alavancados sofreram um pequeno golpe e sofreram.




Um mercado de derivados de criptomoeda funcional se desenvolveu desde 2017, com bolsas offshore oferecendo posições altamente alavancadas. Em tempos de pouca liquidez, as movimentações nesses mercados podem ter um efeito descomunal no preço do bitcoin.




Outros citaram preocupações em torno da especulação de participantes do mercado de regulamentações mais rígidas dos EUA sobre como os investidores individuais armazenam criptomoedas.




Brian Armstrong, CEO da Coinbase com sede na Califórnia, tuitou na terça-feira que estava preocupado com os rumores de que os Estados Unidos reprimissem carteiras de criptomoedas individuais.




O Departamento do Tesouro dos EUA não respondeu imediatamente a um pedido de comentário enviado fora do horário comercial.




O Bitcoin reagiu fortemente no passado às restrições regulatórias das autoridades americanas.




No mês passado, promotores dos Estados Unidos entraram com processos criminais acusando quatro fundadores e executivos da bolsa de derivativos de criptografia BitMEX de evadir regras destinadas a impedir a lavagem de dinheiro.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			“Digital gold” or asset at risk: Bitcoin is soaring but the debate continues
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However, he notes a use of bitcoin that resembles that of gold: in Iran, Venezuela or Turkey, in recent years, some Internet users have used cryptocurrency to protect themselves from the galloping inflation of their country.




The new bitcoin rush, which traded over $ 15,000 on Friday, the highest since a first peak more than two years ago, is reviving the debate on the nature of cryptocurrency: a “digital gold” or a active at risk?




Bitcoin, which has gained more than 30% in two and a half weeks and appears to be approaching its December 2017 high of nearly $ 20,000, began to take off on October 21, when online payments giant Paypal announced. launch a service to “buy, hold and sell cryptocurrency”.




“This is the validation of a market that was still relatively uncertain a few years ago,” says Simon Polrot, president of the Association for the development of digital assets.




When it was created in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin presented itself as a peer-to-peer electronic cash system. It’s a alternative to traditional currencies, not regulated by a central bank and issued by a decentralized network.




A revolutionary process that has long put traditional finance and cryptocurrency back to back. According to Mr. Polrot, the arrival of more traditional players in the bitcoin market, such as Paypal but also Mastercard, are “very important signals” of new interest.




And industry players are not the only ones saying it: after Paypal’s announcement, analysts at the world’s largest investment bank, JPMorgan, are comparing bitcoin to gold very seriously.




“Bitcoin could compete with gold as an alternative currency in the coming years as a new generation of investors takes an ever larger share in the market,” they say.




They also point out that the capitalization in the cryptocurrency market is ten times lower than that of gold. What the specialized media immediately interpreted as a prediction of the growth potential of bitcoin when two years ago, Jamie Dimon, the CEO of the bank, had considered that bitcoin was a “scam”.




While JPMorgan estimates that it would take a few years for bitcoin to replace gold, the price of cryptocurrency jumped another 8.81% on Thursday, while at the same time gold climbed 2.45%, under the effect of the suspense surrounding the American elections. This brought back the comparison between the two assets.




	Digital gold or start-up? –
“Crypto could constitute a form of safe haven in a context where confidence in fiat money is a little undermined”, argues Mr. Polrot.





Like the yellow metal, bitcoin would therefore benefit from the very accommodating policy of the major central banks, which are stepping up efforts to counter the devastating effects of the pandemic, at the risk of reducing the attractiveness of their currencies.




However, some are equipping themselves with trading robots like those mentioned on www.ecommercecommission.com to take advantage of the still highly volatile and speculative nature of Bitcoin, and many traditional market observers refuse to broach the subject.




“Bitcoin has no place in a wallet of currencies”, slices a London broker who thus justifies not wanting to see his name mentioned in a paper on the subject: “in March, bitcoin lost nearly 25% of its value. For a currency asset manager, who uses gold to balance the rest of his investments, bitcoin would have a devastating effect. “




But for Charles M, whose company in cryptocurrencies, “bitcoin behaves like a tech company stock, the strongest correlation is with social media groups” like Facebook.




“It is an asset that is less directly correlated to the market. There are many, like art, wine … But the advantage of bitcoin compared to them is its liquidity,” he believes. -he.




However, he notes a use of bitcoin that resembles that of gold: in Iran, Venezuela or Turkey, in recent years, some Internet users have used cryptocurrency to protect themselves from the galloping inflation of their country.

	

	
	
		
			

							

	
		
				
			Now you can buy Bitcoin at Norway’s first regulated trading venue
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Norway has got its first domestic exchange for buying and selling bitcoin – MiraiEx. They have received permission from Finanstilsynet to exchange, store and handle virtual currency on behalf of their customers.

MiraiEx has now launched a campaign that gives new users 0.001 Bitcoin in bonus when they open an account and verify themselves. There are no hidden requirements or conditions for receiving the welcome bonus. However, it is only paid out once to new customers. Here you will also find a guide to buying bitcoin from Norway, which tells more about what other alternatives there are.




What you should know about the company




MiraiEx is registered with Finanstilsynet as a service provider for exchanging and storing virtual currency.
Uses BankID as a verification method for new users.
Allows you to buy bitcoin and litecoin.
Offers a modern trading platform where you can trade BTC easily.




Trade bitcoins the same day




The verification itself takes about 10 minutes to complete. The bonus will then be paid into your account and appear in the balance sheet. If you want to buy bitcoin beyond this, you will have to transfer money from your Norwegian bank account.




It is possible to get the account credited the same day if you choose immediate payment in your online bank. Banks, on the other hand, charge a fee for this service.




If you choose regular transfer, the money will be ready the next day, so you can convert it to bitcoins.




Note: At the moment, MiraiEx does not allow you to trade bitcoin by card payment. For more information on this, click here. Buy BTC with VISA or credit card – Privatøkonomi.net.




Bitcoin Prices fluctuate




The Bitcoin price has fluctuated sharply in recent years. The peak was reached in December 2017, when 1 BTC was valued at almost 20,000 dollars, or the equivalent of around 185,000 kroner at today’s exchange rate.




At the moment, the cryptocurrency is trading at a price of NOK 86,200, after rising sharply in price over the past month. Many Norwegians have thrown themselves into the wave and it is estimated that today we own bitcoin for several billion kroner.




In 2017, digi.no was also able to report that Norway had its first bitcoin ATM in Oslo, called a “microbank”. There you can trade BTC directly using card payment.




Watch out for the following




The explosive interest in bitcoins has not been entirely without problems. Many Norwegians have invested large sums in bitcoins through foreign companies and ended up losing their money.




If you are going to buy bitcoins first, it is important that you take some precautions. Here is a list of some simple tips:




Avoid trading through foreign third party companies that claim to buy bitcoin on your behalf.
Transfer small amounts at a time and withdraw all cryptocurrency to your own private e-wallet.
Check if the stock exchange has permission from the financial authorities in the country where the company is located.




What you should know before you buy




When you place an order for bitcoin you will have 2 choices:




The first is called a market order, which means you buy at the first and best price offered per BTC. Then you risk paying a premium, compared to what you could get if you chose a limit order.




The latter means that you set a price in advance (what you are most willing to pay per BTC).




You will often see that there is a relatively high difference between the best buy and sell offer. To get maximum value for money, you can place a limit order that is a little above the best purchase offer and see if the order is filled.




API trading




Be aware that there are probably robots that trade BTC on behalf of traders with API. It is called arbitrage where a player buys and sells almost instantaneously to take advantage of price differences between the exchanges that offer bitcoin.




For you as a customer, it can be a little frustrating, because someone always jumps in front of you in the queue with a bid that is microscopically higher. However, this will vary and does not apply to all stock exchanges.




If someone jumps in front of you, take the time to help and wait for the order to be filled. As a rule, you can save up to 2% by placing a limit order rather than buying at market price.




Most bitcoin exchanges we additionally charge better in fees when you buy at spot price.




Norway has lacked a trading platform




Until now, it has not been possible to trade bitcoin directly on a Norwegian stock exchange. The reason is that Norwegian banks have refused to process transactions related to virtual currency.




For this reason, Norwegians have had to look abroad – where a large proportion of the traffic has gone to sites such as Coinbase and Bitstamp. With the launch of MiraiEx, Norwegians have finally got an all-Norwegian crypto exchange where you can deposit money directly from your own bank account.




It has certain benefits for those of us who want to invest in bitcoins. The first is that you do not have to pay an exchange fee, for example between USD and NOK when transferring money to a crypto exchange in the USA.




The verification with bankID also means that you do not have to send copies of passports and driving licenses to foreign companies, which can quickly get lost. It is also no disadvantage for Norwegian business and industry that such companies are now entering the domestic market.
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